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(54) METHOD FOR ROLE DECISION AND LOOP PREVENTION IN A MASTER-SLAVE 
ARCHITECTURE OF MESH NETWORK AND NETWORK DEVICE USING THE SAME

(57) A network device including a main bridge, a first
bridge, a controller, and an Ethernet port is provided.
When the Ethernet port is connected to a mesh network,
the processing unit performs the following steps: control-
ling the Ethernet port to transmit a first broadcast packet;
when the Ethernet port receives a second broadcast
packet, parsing the second broadcast packet to extract
the packet path information to determine whether a path

loop exists; determining, according to the Ethernet inter-
face weight (EIW), the slave interface uplink weight (SI-
UW), and the master device weight (MW) carried by the
first broadcast packet and the second broadcast packet,
(1) whether the network device plays a master device
role, (2) whether the bridge of the Ethernet port is set as
the main bridge or the first bridge, and (3) whether the
Ethernet port allows data transmission.
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Description

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Field of the Invention

[0001] The invention relates in general to a network
device and a control method using the same, and more
particularly to a network device adaptable to a mesh net-
work, and a control method using the same.

Description of the Related Art

[0002] The mesh network is a wireless network archi-
tecture that has been widely used. The mesh network is
provided with the features of self-configuration and self-
organization. In a mesh network, the nodes can be freely
connected, and the network topology of the mesh net-
work can be dynamically adjusted according to the type
of connection between the nodes.
[0003] However, if the nodes of the mesh network are
connected in an arbitrary manner, a path loop may be
formed. When the path loop exists, the packets will cir-
culate in the looping path and generate a broadcast pack-
et storm. Therefore, it has become a prominent task for
the industries to provide an effective solution.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0004] The invention is directed to a network device
selectively set as one of a master device role and a slave
device role. If the network device is set as the master
device role, the network device responds a network ad-
dress requesting broadcast packet originated from an-
other network device. If the network device is set as the
slave device role, the network device transmits the net-
work address requesting broadcast packet to another
network device. The network device includes a main
bridge, a first bridge, a processing unit, and an Ethernet
transmission interface. The first bridge is different from
the main bridge. The Ethernet interface is provided with
a first Ethernet port whose bridge is selectively set as
one of the main bridge and the first bridge. The process-
ing unit is coupled to the Ethernet interface to perform
the following steps in response to the first Ethernet port
being connected to a mesh network: setting the bridge
of the first Ethernet port as the first bridge, and setting
the first network device as the master device role; con-
trolling the first Ethernet port to transmit a first broadcast
packet carrying a first Ethernet interface weight (EIW); if
a second broadcast packet is received within a predeter-
mined period, parsing the second broadcast packet to
extract the packet path information to determine whether
a path loop exists; if it is determined that the path loop
exists, determining, according to the first EIW and a sec-
ond EIW carried by the second broadcast packet, wheth-
er the bridge of the first Ethernet port is set as the first
bridge and whether the first Ethernet port is set to a block-

ing state.
[0005] According to one embodiment of the present
invention, if no broadcast packet is received within the
predetermined period, the network device is set as the
master device role, the bridge of the first Ethernet port is
set as the main bridge, and the first Ethernet port is set
to a forwarding state.
[0006] According to one embodiment of the present
invention, if the parsing of the packet path information
determines that no path loop exists, and the second net-
work device is not set as the master device role, the
bridge of the first Ethernet port is set as the main bridge,
the first Ethernet port is set to the forwarding state, and
a broadcast packet response is transmitted in response
to the second broadcast packet.
[0007] According to one embodiment of the present
invention, the first broadcast packet further contains a
first master weight (MW), and the second broadcast
packet further contains a second MW. If the parsing of
the packet path information determines that no path loop
exists, and the second network device is currently set as
the master device role, whether the first network device
needs to be set as the master device is determined ac-
cording to the first MW and the second MW.
[0008] According to a first aspect of the present inven-
tion, a first network device selectively set as one of a
master device role and a slave device role is disclosed.
If the first network device is set as the master device role,
the first network device responds to a network address
requesting broadcast packet originated from another net-
work device. If the first network device is set as the slave
device role, the first network device transmits the network
address requesting broadcast packet to the other net-
work device. The first network device includes a main
bridge, a first bridge, a processing unit, and an Ethernet
transmission interface. The first bridge is different from
the main bridge. The Ethernet interface is provided with
a first Ethernet port whose bridge is selectively set as
one of the main bridge and the first bridge. The process-
ing unit is coupled to the Ethernet interface to perform
the following steps in response to the first Ethernet port
being connected to a mesh network: setting the bridge
of the first Ethernet port as the first bridge, and setting
the first network device as the master device role; con-
trolling the first Ethernet port to transmit a first broadcast
packet carrying a first MW; if a second broadcast packet
is received within a predetermined period, determining,
according to the first MW and a second MW carried by
the second broadcast packet, whether the first network
device needs to be set as the master device.
[0009] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, if the first MW is larger than the second
MW, the first network device is set as the main access
point network device, the bridge of the first Ethernet port
is set as the main bridge, and a broadcast packet re-
sponse is transmitted in response to the second broad-
cast packet.
[0010] According to another embodiment of the
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present invention, if the first MW is smaller than the sec-
ond MW, and the first network device is not allowed to
be set as the slave device role, the first network device
is set as the master device, the bridge of the first Ethernet
port is set as the first bridge, and the first Ethernet port
is set to the blocking state.
[0011] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, if the first MW is smaller than the sec-
ond MW, and the first network device is allowed to be set
as the slave device role, the first network device is set
as the slave device, the bridge of the first Ethernet port
is set as the first bridge, and the first Ethernet port is set
as a potential uplink path (potential UPth).
[0012] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the packet path information contains
a source address (SA) and a neighbor address (NA). If
the source address and the received address (RA) both
belong to the same network device, such as the first net-
work device, it is determined that the path loop exists.
[0013] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the first EIW is related to at least one
of (a) a user setting, (b) the media access control (MAC)
address of the first Ethernet port, (c) the MAC address
of the first network device, (d) the name of the first Eth-
ernet port.
[0014] According to another embodiment of the
present invention, the first MW is related to at least one
of (a) a user setting, (b) whether the first Ethernet port is
capable of linking up to the Internet, (c) transmission
speed to the Internet from the first Ethernet port, (d) the
MAC address of the first Ethernet port.
[0015] According to a second aspect of the present
invention, a first network device selectively set as one of
a master device role and a slave device role is disclosed.
If the first network device is set as the master device role,
the first network device responds a broadcast packet. If
the first network device is set as the slave device role,
the first network device transmits the broadcast packet.
The first network device includes a main bridge, a first
bridge, a processing unit, and an Ethernet transmission
interface. The first bridge is different from the main bridge.
The Ethernet interface is provided with a first Ethernet
port whose bridge is selectively set as one of the main
bridge and the first bridge. The processing unit is coupled
to the Ethernet transmission interface. If the first network
device is set as the slave device role, and the bridge of
the first Ethernet port is set as the first bridge. The
processing unit performs the following steps: controlling
the first Ethernet port to transmit a first broadcast packet
in response to a predetermined scenario that the first
Ethernet port is connected to a mesh network, or the first
Ethernet port is just set as a standby uplink path; if a first
predetermined period matures but a second broadcast
packet is not received, and a second predetermined pe-
riod matures but a first broadcast packet response re-
sponding to the first broadcast packet is not received,
setting the bridge of the first Ethernet port as the main
bridge and retransmitting the first broadcast packet.

[0016] According to an alternate embodiment of the
present invention, the first broadcast packet carries a first
Ethernet interface weight. If a second broadcast packet
is received within a first predetermined period, the sec-
ond broadcast packet is parsed to extract the packet path
information to determine whether a path loop exists. If it
is determined that the path loop exists, whether the bridge
of the first Ethernet port is set as the first bridge and
whether the first Ethernet port is set to the blocking state
is determined according to the first EIW and a second
EIW carried by the second broadcast packet.
[0017] According to an alternate embodiment of the
present invention, if a second broadcast packet is re-
ceived within the first predetermined period, but the first
network device does not have any other uplink path, the
bridge of the first Ethernet port is set as the main bridge,
and the first Ethernet port is set to the forwarding state.
[0018] According to an alternate embodiment of the
present invention, the first broadcast packet carries a
slave interface uplink weight (SIUW). If the second broad-
cast packet is received within the first predetermined pe-
riod, and the first network device is provided with a sec-
ond uplink path through a second Ethernet port, whether
the first Ethernet port is set to the blocking state is deter-
mined according to the first SIUW and a second SIUW
carried by the second broadcast packet. The first SIUW
is related to at least one of (a) a user setting, (b) network
transmission speed from the first Ethernet port to a mas-
ter device, (c) transmission speed of the network media
connected to the first Ethernet port.
[0019] According to an alternate embodiment of the
present invention, if the first SIUW is smaller than the
second slave device uplink weight, the first Ethernet port
is set to the blocking state, and a standby uplink path
(Standby UPth).
[0020] According to an alternate embodiment of the
present invention, if the first SIUW is larger than the sec-
ond slave device uplink weight, firstly the second Ether-
net port is set to the blocking state, then the bridge of the
first Ethernet port is set as the main bridge, and lastly the
first Ethernet port is set to a forwarding state.
[0021] According to an alternate embodiment of the
present invention, the first network device further is pro-
vided with a wireless network port, which is activated by
the first network device after the first network device is
connected to an external master device.
[0022] The above and other aspects of the invention
will become better understood with regard to the following
relevant descriptions of the preferred but non-limiting em-
bodiment(s). The following description is made with ref-
erence to the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0023]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of an example of a
mesh network.
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FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of forming a path loop
in a mesh network.

FIG. 3A is a block diagram of a network device ac-
cording to an embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 3B is a schematic diagram of the main bridge
mode of a conventional network device and the split
bridge mode of a network device according to an
embodiment of the present invention.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a role decision procedure of
a control method of a network device according to
the present invention.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a downlink loop excluding
procedure of a control method of a network device
according to the present invention.

FIG. 6 is a flowchart of an MW comparison procedure
of a control method of a network device according
to the present invention.

FIG. 7 is a flowchart of a slave behavior of a control
method of a network device according to the present
invention.

FIG. 8 is a flowchart of an uplink loop excluding pro-
cedure of a control method of a network device ac-
cording to the present invention.

FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of the conversion of
Ethernet port states in a control method of a network
device according to the present invention.

FIGS. 10A to 10B are schematic diagrams of sce-
nario 1 of potential downlink loops of a network de-
vice.

FIGS. 11A to 11C are schematic diagrams of sce-
nario 2 of potential downlink loops of a network de-
vice.

FIGS. 12A to 12C are schematic diagrams of sce-
nario 3 of potential downlink loops of a network de-
vice.

FIGS. 13A to 13D are schematic diagrams of sce-
nario 1 of potential uplink loops of a network device.

FIGS. 14A to 14C are schematic diagrams of sce-
nario 2 of potential uplink loops of a network device.

FIGS. 15A to 15C are schematic diagrams of poten-
tial MW comparison scenarios of a network device.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION

[0024] The present invention discloses a master-slave
architecture method for role decision and loop preven-
tion. The master-slave architecture method relates to a
management technology of local network topology. At
the initial establishment stage of a local network, the mas-
ter-slave architecture method manages the network de-
vices of the entire local network by: selecting one network
device among several network devices as a master de-
vice role and using the maintaining network devices as
slave devices; and preventing the occurrence of path
looping. Here, the network devices can be realized by
bridges. That is, one of several bridges is selected as a
master bridge, and the maintaining bridges are used as
slave bridges, and the network link between the bridges
prevents the occurrence of path looping.
[0025] Referring to FIG. 1, a schematic diagram of an
example of a mesh network 100 is shown. The mesh
network 100 includes five network devices 102_1 to
102_5, a gateway 104 and two user devices 106_1 and
106_2. The network devices 102_1 to 102_5 can be re-
alized by bridges. Different network devices 102_1 to
102_5 can be connected in a wired and/or wireless man-
ner to receive and transmit data streams. The network
devices 102_1 to 102_5 can further be operated in an
access point (AP) mode and used as an AP device to
provide Wi-Fi service to a user device (such as the user
device 106_1). The user devices 106_1 and 106_2 can
be realized by set-top boxes, PCs, TVs or other terminal
devices.
[0026] Although five network devices, one gateway
and two user devices are illustrated in FIG. 1 as an ex-
ample, the quantity and connection method of the devic-
es exemplified in FIG. 1 are not for limiting the present
invention. Generally speaking, the quantity and connec-
tion method of the devices are not subjected to specific
restrictions.
[0027] In the example of FIG. 1, each of the network
devices 102_1 to 102_5 respectively includes a wired
Ethernet interface and a wireless Wi-Fi interface, wherein
the Ethernet port of each of the network devices 102_1
to 102_5 includes at least an Ethernet port. As indicated
in FIG. 1, the network device 102_1 includes two Ethernet
ports EP1 and EP2 and a Wi-Fi interface R1; the network
device 102_2 includes two Ethernet ports EP3 and EP4
and a Wi-Fi interface R2; similarly, each of the other net-
work devices 102_3 to 102_5 is provided with 2 to 3 Eth-
ernet ports EPx and at least one Wi-Fi interface Rx.
[0028] The gateway 104 can provide gateway service
to the network devices 102_1 to 102_5, such as Internet
access service or the service for connecting to another
wired/wireless network.
[0029] Meanwhile, if the connection of the node ports
is not suitably defined or updated, path looping could
occur to the mesh network 100. As indicated in FIG. 2,
if the downlink Ethernet port EP3 of the network device
102_2 changes to be connected to the Ethernet port EP1
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of the network device 102_1, a path loop LP will be
formed. Under such circumstance, the packets will be
circulated within the path loop LP, and a broadcast packet
storm could easily occur. Therefore, it is essential to avoid
the formation of path loop LP.
[0030] Firstly, the technical terms used in the present
invention and their abbreviations are listed below, and
the meaning of each technical term is explained in the
following paragraphs.

[0031] Relevant descriptions of the uplink path (UPth)
and the downlink path (DPth) are disclosed below. If the
Ethernet port of a network device can be directly or indi-
rectly connected to the gateway 104, such Ethernet port
is categorized as an uplink port. Conversely, if the Eth-
ernet port of a network device cannot be directly or indi-
rectly connected to the gateway 104, such Ethernet port
is categorized as a downlink port. For example, the Eth-
ernet port EP1 of the network device 102_1 can be con-
nected to the gateway 104 through the network device
102_2, and therefore can be defined as an uplink port.
On the other hand, since the Ethernet port EP10 of the
network device 102_4 is directly connected to the user
device 106_2 and cannot be connected to the gateway
104, the Ethernet port EP10 is defined as a downlink port.
[0032] Relevant descriptions of the main bridge mode

EI Ethernet Interface

EP Ethernet Port

MAC Media Access Control Address

BP Broadcast Packet

BPR Broadcast Packet Response

MB Main Bridge

SB Split Bridge, Standby Bridge

SA Source Address

NA Neighbor Address

DPth Downlink Path

UPth Uplink Path

EIW Ethernet Interface Weight

SIUW Slave Interface Uplink Weight

MW Master Weight

MASTER Master Device

Slave Slave Device

DISABLED Disabled State

LEARNING Learning State

LEARNING_SD Learning - slave downlink

FORWARDING Forwarding State

BLOCKING Blocking State

(MB) and the split bridge mode (SB) are disclosed below.
The network device 200 of the present invention is pro-
vided with at least two operation modes: (1) the MB mode,
and (2) the SB mode.
[0033] Referring to FIG. 3A, a block diagram of a net-
work device 200 according to an embodiment of the
present invention is shown. The network device 200 can
be realized by any off the network devices 102_1 to
102_5 of FIGS. 1A to 1C. FIG. 3A is a block diagram of
bridges. The network device 200 includes an Ethernet
interface 202, a wireless interface 204, a processing unit
206, and a storage unit 208. The Ethernet interface 202
includes one or more Ethernet ports EP, wherein each
of the Ethernet ports EP can be physically connected to
an Ethernet cable and used as an Ethernet connection
of the network device 200. The wireless interface 204
can be realized by a Wi-Fi interface. The processing unit
206 is electrically connected to the Ethernet interface
202, the wireless interface 204 and the storage unit to
process the message transmitted from the Ethernet in-
terface 202 and the wireless interface 204 and to execute
the control method of a network device of the present
invention. The storage unit 208 includes, for example, a
memory for storing instructions, data and programming
codes that can be executed or processed by the process-
ing unit 206.
[0034] As indicated in FIG. 3B, when the network de-
vice 200 is set to the main bridge mode, all bridges of
the Ethernet ports EP1 to EP2 and the wireless ports
WL1 to WL2 of the network device 200 are main bridges
br0. Therefore, when the Ethernet port EP1 receives a
broadcast packet BR, the Ethernet port EP1 will auto-
matically transfer the broadcast packet BR to the other
three ports including EP2, and WL1 to WL2.
[0035] As indicated in FIG. 3B, when the network de-
vice 200 is set to the split bridge mode SB, each of the
Ethernet ports EP1 to EP2 200 and the wireless port WL1
to WL2 of the network device independently uses an in-
dividual bridge. The bridge of the Ethernet port EP1 is
the first bridge br1; the bridge of the Ethernet port EP2
is the second bridge br2; the bridge of the wireless port
WL1 is the third bridge br3; and the bridge of the wireless
port WL2 is the fourth bridge br4. When the Ethernet port
EP1 receives a broadcast packet BR, given that the ports
are isolated from each other, the Ethernet port EP1 will
automatically transfer the broadcast packet BR to the
other three ports including EP2 and WL1 to WL2, which
then freely transfer the broadcast packet forwards. Be-
sides, the network device 200 can selectively configure
some of the bridges of the ports as the main bridge br0.
For example, the bridge of the Ethernet port EP1 is the
main bridge br0, but the bridges of the Ethernet port EP2
and the wireless ports WL1 to WL2 respectively are the
second bridge br2, the third bridge br3, and the fourth
bridge br4.
[0036] Moreover, when the network device is set to the
split bridge mode SB, each port of the network device
independently uses an individual bridge, and is assigned
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with an individual port identification code. For example,
if each of the ports has an individual MAC address, the
MAC addresses can directly be used as a port identifi-
cation code. If the ports and the network device share
the same MAC address, the port identification code can
be a combination of the MAC address (such as 00-05-5D-
E8-0F-A3) plus the port name (such as br01), and the
obtained port identification code can be: 00-05-5D-
E8-0F-A3-br01.
[0037] Relevant descriptions of the broadcast packet
(BP) and the broadcast packet response (BPR) are dis-
closed below. The broadcast packet (BP) used in the
master-slave architecture method for role decision and
loop prevention of the present invention is a network ad-
dress requesting broadcast packet operated in the level
3 network layer of the Internet protocol. Exemplarily but
not restrictively, the broadcast packet is a DHCP packet.
Basically, the slave device 200 needs to be capable of
transmitting a network address requesting broadcast
packet to other network device, and the master device
200 needs to be capable of responding the network ad-
dress requesting broadcast packet originated from other
network device. If the packet needs to be compatible with
the products using conventional technology, the DHCP
packet is preferred.
[0038] Relevant descriptions of the master device
(MASTER) and the slave device (Slave) are disclosed
below. Within the local network range of FIG. 1, the role
each network device plays can be confirmed by two meth-
ods below. (1) The user manually sets a constant role,
for example, the network device 102_5 can only play the
slave device role, and the network device 102_3 can only
play the master device role. (2) Through the exchange
of packet information between the network devices, the
network device capable of responding the network ad-
dress requesting broadcast packet originated from other
network device is set as the only master device within
the local network range, and the other network devices
are set as slave devices. Thus, each slave device is ca-
pable of transmitting the network address requesting
broadcast packet to other network devices and receiving
corresponding network address of each slave device
from the master device through management agree-
ment. Let FIG. 1 be taken for example. The network de-
vice 102_3 is a master device, and the network device
102_5 is a slave device. Based on the concept of down-
link path, the Ethernet port EP7 of the network device
102_3 is a downlink path of the master device, and the
Ethernet port EP6 is an uplink path of the master device;
the Ethernet port EP12 of the network device 102_5 is a
downlink path of the slave device, and the Ethernet port
EP11 is an uplink path of the slave device.
[0039] According to the control method of the present
invention, when the local network has any topology
change, the network device whose port is newly connect-
ed to the network or whose classification originally is pro-
vided with backup uplink path will firstly check whether
the local network has any other master device. If no other

master device exists, the network device will set itself as
a new master device of the local network. Conversely, if
the local network already has a master device, then a
comparison based on the weight information between
two network devices is made to determine which device
is the master device. Thus, under the dynamic manage-
ment mechanism of the master device, other network
device can share the networking work to achieve loading
balance, and provide standby function or even provide
handover function between different network devices.
[0040] Any local network can have only one master
device, but can have several slave devices Slave. When
a network device is newly connected to the network, the
network device will transmit a broadcast packet to ex-
plore the entire network topology and check whether its
role is the master device role. After the network device
confirms that its role is the master device role, the network
device being the master device will respond a broadcast
packet response BPR to the broadcast packet BP trans-
mitted from other slave devices.
[0041] When a slave device Slave detects several po-
tential uplink paths (such as several Ethernets or wireless
WI-FI transmission paths), the slave device Slave will
compare the slave interface uplink weight (SIUW) carried
by different broadcast packets and will select one uplink
path as the only uplink path, and the unselected uplink
paths will be used as standby uplink paths. On the other
hand, the user can set the SIUW value for a particular
port and make the particular port carry a larger weight to
become the uplink path.
[0042] Relevant descriptions of port states are dis-
closed below. As indicated in FIG. 9, the Ethernet port
of the present invention can be set to five states, and
relevant conversion conditions and paths are illustrated
in FIG. 9. The five states of Ethernet port are disclosed
below. (1) The disabled state (DISABLED): the port is
not linked down, and is set to the split bridge mode SB
(that is, the bridge of the port is not br0). (2) The learning
state (LEARNING): the broadcast packet BP is periodi-
cally transmitted (such as every 1 or 2 seconds), and the
port is set to the split bridge mode SB (that is, the bridge
of the port is not br0). (3) The learning - slave downlink
state (LEARNING_SD): the broadcast packet BP is pe-
riodically transmitted, and the bridge of the port is set as
the main bridge br0. (4) The forwarding state (FOR-
WARDING): the port operates normally and transfers the
received user data packet, and the bridge of the port is
set as the main bridge br0. (5) The blocking state
(BLOCKING): the port stops transmitting the user data
packet, and is set to the split bridge mode SB (that is,
the bridge of the port is not br0).
[0043] Relevant descriptions of weight are disclosed
below. According to the control method of the present
invention, when the network device role or the path crash-
es, which port needs to enter a blocking state, or which
path is selected as the uplink path is determined accord-
ing to three types of weights including (1) the Ethernet
interface weight (EIW), (2) the slave interface uplink
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weight (SIUW), and (3) the master weight (MW). (1) The
Ethernet interface weight (EIW) is calculated according
to possible relevant parameters including (a) user setting,
(b) MAC address of the port, (c) network device MAC
address, and (d) port name. (2) The slave interface uplink
weight (SIUW) is calculated according to possible rele-
vant parameters including (a) user setting, (b) speed to
master, (c) speed of media, and (d) other collected infor-
mation of the learning state ; and the user can set the
priority of the uplink path according to the SIUW to obtain
a better uplink path, which provides better network ex-
perience. (3) The master weight (MW) is calculated ac-
cording to possible relevant parameters including (a) us-
er setting, (b) capability of Internet, (c) speed to Internet,
(d) MAC address of the port.
[0044] FIGS. 4 to 8 illustrate the flowcharts of the con-
trol method of the present invention. When a network
device is newly connected to the network or an original
network device breaks down and causes the connection
topology of the mesh network to change, the network
device executing the control method of the present in-
vention will transmit a broadcast packet BP in the level
3 network layer of the TCP/IP Internet protocol, such as
but is not limited to the DHCP broadcast packet BP, to
explore whether the network has usable paths, and to
add additional information (such as the above three
weights: EIW, MW, and SIUW) to the broadcast packet
BP to determine the master role and the slave role, pre-
vent path loop, and dynamically select the uplink path.
[0045] As indicated in FIGS. 4 to 6, the role decision
procedure of the control method of the present invention
is performed to determine, among the several network
devices, which is the master device Master, and which
are the slave devices Slave. FIG. 4 is a flowchart showing
the main steps of the role decision procedure.
[0046] Step 41: when the first Ethernet port EP1 is con-
nected to the mesh network, if the first network device of
the first Ethernet port EP1 is set as the master device,
the first Ethernet port EP1 is set to a split bridge mode,
the bridge of the Ethernet port EP1 is set as the first
bridge br1 and is in a learning state, then the first broad-
cast packet BP#1 carrying a first EIW in the level 3 net-
work layer of the Internet protocol is transmitted to the
mesh network.
[0047] Step 43: whether a broadcast packet BP is re-
ceived by the first Ethernet port EP1 within a predeter-
mined period (Time Out) is checked. If no broadcast
packet BP is received within the predetermined period,
the method proceeds to step 48. If a broadcast packet
BP, such as the second broadcast packet BP#2, is re-
ceived within the predetermined period, then the method
proceeds to step 46 to perform a downlink loop excluding
procedure.
[0048] Step 46: when a second broadcast packet is
received within the predetermined period, the present
step being a downlink loop excluding procedure is per-
formed. Details of the present step are disclosed with
reference to FIG. 5. In the present step, whether the net-

work link connected to the first Ethernet port EP1 forms
a downlink loop and whether the first Ethernet port EP1
needs to enter the blocking state to interrupt the downlink
loop is determined.
[0049] Step 47: if it is determined according to the
downlink loop excluding procedure of step 46 that the
first Ethernet port EP1 does not need to enter the blocking
state, this implies that the received broadcast packet BR
is not originated from the first network device to which
the first Ethernet port EP1 belongs, and it can be con-
firmed that the received broadcast packet is the second
broadcast packet BR#2 originated from a second net-
work device. Therefore, whether the second network de-
vice transmitting the second broadcast packet BR#2 cur-
rently is the master device is determined. If it is deter-
mined that the second network device to which the sec-
ond Ethernet port EP2 belongs is not the master device,
the method proceeds to step 48. If it is determined that
the second network device currently is another master
device, the method proceeds to step 49 to perform the
MW comparison procedure.
[0050] Step 48: if no broadcast packet is received with-
in the predetermined period of step 43 or the second
network device of step 47 is not set as the master device
role, then the first network device is set as the master
device role, the bridge of the first Ethernet port EP1 is
set as the main bridge br0, a downlink path, and a for-
warding state; a broadcast packet response can be trans-
mitted to respond to the broadcast packet originated from
other network device.
[0051] Step 49: the present step is a MW comparison
procedure. Details of the present step are disclosed with
reference to FIG. 6. In the present step, a comparison
between the MW of the first network device to which the
first Ethernet port EP1 belongs and the MW of the second
network device to which the second Ethernet port EP2
belongs is made to determine which network device is
the master device, and which network device is the slave
device.
[0052] Referring to FIG. 5, a flowchart of the downlink
loop excluding procedure of step 46 is shown. In the
present step, the packet path information of the second
broadcast packet is parsed to determine whether the net-
work link connected to the first Ethernet port EP1 forms
a downlink loop or not. If it is determined the downlink
loop exists, whether the bridge of the first Ethernet port
is set as the first bridge and whether the first Ethernet
port is set to the blocking state is determined according
to the first EIW and the second EIW carried by the second
broadcast packet to interrupt the downlink loop:
[0053] Step 51: the two addresses carried by the re-
ceived second broadcast packet BP#2 (that is, the source
address (SA) and the neighbor address (NA)) as well as
the received address (RA) (that is, the address of the first
Ethernet port EP) are parsed. The neighbor address in-
dicates the address of the last port on the transmission
path through which the broadcast packet enters the pack-
et target address.
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[0054] Step 52: a comparison between the source ad-
dress SA carried by the second broadcast packet BP#2
and the received address RA of the first Ethernet port
EP1 is made to determine whether the network device
to which the source address SA belongs and the network
device to which the received address RA of the first Eth-
ernet port EP1 belongs have the same MAC address,
that is, whether the source address SA and the received
address RA belong to the first network device. If yes, the
method proceeds to step 53 to determine whether the
source address SA and the neighbor address NA belong
to the same network device. If yes, it is determined that
a downlink loop is formed. If no, the method proceeds to
node B to perform step 47.
[0055] Step 53: under the circumstance that both the
source address SA and the received address RA belong
to the same first network device, a comparison between
the source address SA and the neighbor address NA is
made to determine whether the source address SA and
the neighbor address NA belong to the same network
device. If the source address SA and the neighbor ad-
dress NA belong to the same network device, it is deter-
mined that the first Ethernet port EP1 and the second
Ethernet port EP2 at the two ends of network link both
belong to the same network device, and self-looping oc-
curs. That is, if the source address SA and the neighbor
address NA belong to the same network device, it is de-
termined that a downlink self-loop is formed, and the
method proceeds to step 56. If the source address SA
and the neighbor address NA do not belong to the same
network device, it is determined that a downlink loop is
formed through a second network device, and the meth-
od proceeds to step 55.
[0056] Step 56: self-looping is explained with reference
to FIG. 10A, wherein the first Ethernet port EP1 and the
second Ethernet port EP2 belong to the same network
device, and after the two ports are connected via a net-
work link, the two ports transmit broadcast packets BR#1
and BR#2 to each other. In step 53, when the network
device to which the source address SA belongs and the
network device to which the neighbor address NA be-
longs are found to have the same MAC address, it is
determined that self-looping occurs, and the method pro-
ceeds to step 57.
[0057] Step 55: the downlink loop formed through the
second network device is explained with reference to
FIGS. 11A to B and FIGS. 12A to B, wherein the first
Ethernet port EP1 and the second Ethernet port EP2 be-
long to the first network device, the third port EP3 and
the fourth port EP4 belong to the second network device,
after the four ports are connected via two network links,
a loop is formed, and the four ports transmit broadcast
packets to each other. In step 53, when the network de-
vice to which the source address SA belongs and the
network device to which the received address RA be-
longs have the same MAC address, but the network de-
vice to which the source address SA belongs and the
network device to which the neighbor address NA be-

longs have different MAC addresses, it is determined that
a loop is formed through a second network device, and
the method proceeds to step 57.
[0058] Step 57: a comparison the Ethernet interface
weight EIW between the ports is made, and at least one
port is set to the blocking state. As disclosed above, the
Ethernet interface weight EIW is calculated according to
possible relevant parameters including (a) user setting,
(b) MAC address of the port, (c) MAC address of the
network device, (d) port name. In the embodiment of FIG.
10 to 12, the weight is determined according to (b) MAC
address of the port, and the port with the highest MAC
address is set as the port to be blocked (the port that
needs to be set to the blocking state). Thus, in the em-
bodiment of FIG. 10B, since the second Ethernet port
EP2 has the highest MAC address, the first Ethernet port
EP1 is set to a learning - slave downlink state, and the
second Ethernet port EP2 is set to the blocking state. In
FIG. 11C, since the second network device is a conven-
tional network device without the split bridge mode and
the control method of the present invention cannot be
executed on the ports of the second network device, the
second Ethernet port EP2 has the highest MAC address,
the first Ethernet port EP1 is set to the learning - slave
downlink state, and the second Ethernet port EP2 is set
to the blocking state. In FIG. 12C, since the control meth-
od of the present invention can be executed on the sec-
ond network device , the network device has the split
bridge mode. Thus, it is determined that the fourth port
EP4 of the second network device has the highest MAC
address, the first to the third ports EP1 to EP3 are set as
the learning - slave downlink state, and the fourth port
EP4 is set to the blocking state. As indicated in FIGS. 10
to 12, through the step 57 of setting the port with the
highest MAC address to the blocking state, the downlink
loop which would otherwise occur can therefore be avoid-
ed.
[0059] Referring to FIG. 6, a flowchart of the MW com-
parison procedure of step 49 is shown. The first broad-
cast packet BP#1 carries the first MW, and the second
broadcast packet BP#2 carries the second MW. After it
is detected that the second network device is currently
set as the master device role, whether the first network
device needs to be set as the master device is determined
according to the first MW and the second MW.
[0060] Refer to FIG. 4. In the present embodiment, the
downlink loop excluding procedure of step 46 is per-
formed prior to the MW comparison procedure of step
49. However, in practice, the downlink loop excluding
procedure of step 46 can be omitted, and step 49 can be
performed immediately after steps 43 and 47. That is,
the first Ethernet port EP1 transmits a first broadcast
packet BP#1 carrying the first MW. When the second
broadcast packet BP#2 is received within a predeter-
mined period, if it is detected that the second network
device transmitting the second broadcast packet BP#2
is currently set as the master device role, then whether
the first network device needs to be set as the master
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device role or whether the first Ethernet port EP1 needs
to be set to a blocking state is determined according to
the first MW and the second MW carried by the second
broadcast packet.
[0061] Step 61: a comparison between the first master
weight MW#1 of the first Ethernet port EP1 and the sec-
ond master weight MW#2 of the second Ethernet port
EP2 is made. If the first master weight MW#1 is larger
than the second master weight MW#2, then the method
proceeds to step 62; otherwise, the method proceeds to
step 63. As disclosed above, the master weight MW is
calculated according to possible relevant parameters in-
cluding (a) user setting, (b) capability of Internet, (c)
speed to Internet, (d) MAC address of the port. Suppose
the master weight MW is determined according to (d)
MAC address of the port only. If the first Ethernet port
EP1 has a higher MAC address, the method proceeds
to step 62; if the first Ethernet port EP1 has a lower MAC
address, the method proceeds to step 63.
[0062] Step 62: if the first MW is larger than the second
MW, then the first network device to which the first Eth-
ernet port EP1 belongs is set as the master device role,
and the bridge of the first Ethernet port EP1 is set as the
main bridge br0, a downlink path and the forwarding
state; and the first broadcast packet BP#1 is re-transmit-
ted. Suppose the second network device of FIG. 15A has
a lower MAC address, that is, the second master weight
MW#2 is smaller than the first master weight MW#1. After
steps 61 and 62 are performed, the first network device
is set as the master device.
[0063] Step 63: if the first Ethernet port EP1 of the first
master weight MW#1 is smaller than the second master
weight MW#2 of the second Ethernet port EP2, whether
the first network device to which the first Ethernet port
EP1 belongs is enforced as a constant master device
Master by the user is checked. If such enforcement ex-
ists, this implies that the user does not allow the first
network device to be set as a slave device, and the meth-
od proceeds to step 65. If the said enforcement does not
exist, the method proceeds to step 67.
[0064] Step 65: under the circumstance that the first
master weight MW#1 of the first Ethernet port EP1 is
smaller than the second master weight MW#2 of the sec-
ond Ethernet port EP2, if the first network device is forced
as the master device role by the user, then the first Eth-
ernet port EP1 is set to the split bridge mode and the
blocking state to separate two master devices. As indi-
cated in FIG. 15A, if the second master weight MW#2 of
the second network device is larger than the first master
weight MW#1 of the first network device and the user
does not allow the first network device to be set as a
slave device, then the result as indicated in FIG. 15C will
be obtained after steps 63 and 65 are performed. As in-
dicated in FIG. 15C, the Ethernet port EP1 of the first
network device is set to the split bridge mode, the bridge
of the Ethernet port EP1 is set as the first bridge br1 and
the blocking state, the Ethernet port EP2 corresponding
to the second network device is set to the main bridge

mode, the bridge of the Ethernet port EP2 is set as the
main bridge br0 and the forwarding state. Thus, at the
end, the first network device and the second network
device are still the only master device in two different
local networks, respectively.
[0065] Step 67: under the circumstance that the first
master weight MW#1 of the first Ethernet port EP1 is
smaller than the second master weight MW#2 of the sec-
ond Ethernet port EP2, if the first network device to which
the first Ethernet port EP1 belongs is allowed to be set
as the slave device role, then the result as indicated in
FIG. 15B will be obtained after steps 63 and 67 are per-
formed. As indicated in FIG. 15B, the Ethernet port EP1
of the first network device is set as the split bridge mode,
and the bridge of the Ethernet port EP1 is set as the first
bridge br1 , the learning state, and a potential uplink path
(potential UPth). The Ethernet port EP2 corresponding
to the second network device is set as the main bridge
mode, and the bridge of the Ethernet port EP2 is set as
the main bridge br0 of the second network device and
the forwarding state.
[0066] FIGS. 7 to 8 illustrate the flowcharts of a slave
behavior and an uplink loop excluding procedure of the
control method of the present invention. The said proce-
dure avoids the network device forming an uplink path
loop, selects an uplink path among the several usable
uplink paths of the network device as the current uplink
path of the network device, and sets the maintaining up-
link paths as standby uplink paths (Standby UPth). Re-
ferring to FIG. 7, a flowchart of the main steps of a slave
behavior of a control method of a network device is
shown.
[0067] Step 70: the first network device to which the
first Ethernet port EP1 belongs is set as a slave device,
and the first Ethernet port EP1 is set to the split bridge
mode.
[0068] Step 71: in response to a predetermined sce-
nario, a first broadcast packet BP#1 is transmitted by the
first Ethernet port EP. The scenario that may trigger the
first Ethernet port EP1 to perform step 71 includes: (1)
the network link to which the first Ethernet port EP1 is
just connected to a mesh network, (2) step 67 is per-
formed, and the first Ethernet port EP1 is just set as a
potential uplink path (potential UPth); (3) step 86 is per-
formed, and the first Ethernet port EP1 is just set as a
standby uplink path (standby UPth).
[0069] Step 73: whether any broadcast packet, such
as the second broadcast packet BP#2, is received within
the first predetermined period is determined. If no broad-
cast packet is received within the first predetermined pe-
riod, the method proceeds to step 75. If a broadcast pack-
et is received within the first predetermined period, the
method performs the downlink loop excluding procedure
of step 46, but does not perform the MW comparison
procedure of step 49. That is, the second broadcast pack-
et is parsed to extract the packet path information to de-
termine whether a path loop exists. If it is determined that
the path loop exists, whether the bridge of the first Eth-
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ernet port is set as the first bridge br1 and whether the
first Ethernet port EP1 needs to be set to a blocking state
is determined according to the first EIW carried by the
first broadcast packet BP#1 and the second EIW carried
by the second broadcast packet BP#2.
[0070] Step 75: whether the first broadcast packet re-
sponse BPR responding to the first broadcast packet
BP#1 is received within a second predetermined period
is determined. If the first broadcast packet response BPR
is not received within the second predetermined period,
the method proceeds to step 79; if the first broadcast
packet response BPR is received within the second pre-
determined period, the method performs the uplink loop
excluding procedure of step 77. Details of step 77 are
explained with reference to FIG. 8.
[0071] Step 77: the present step is an uplink loop ex-
cluding procedure whose details are explained with ref-
erence to FIG. 8. In the present step, whether the network
link to which the first Ethernet port EP1 is connected
forms an uplink loop, and whether the first Ethernet port
EP1 needs to be set to a blocking to interrupt the uplink
loop is detected.
[0072] Step 79: if the first predetermined period ma-
tures but no broadcast packet is received, and the second
predetermined period matures but the first broadcast
packet response responding to the first broadcast packet
is received, the bridge of the first Ethernet port EP1 is
set as the main bridge br0, the downlink path and the
learning - slave downlink state, and periodically transmits
the first broadcast packet BP#1.
[0073] Referring to FIG. 8, a flowchart of the main steps
of the uplink loop excluding procedure of step 77 is
shown.
[0074] Step 81: whether the first network device to
which the first Ethernet port EP1 belongs currently has
any other uplink path is checked. If the first network de-
vice does not have any other uplink path, the method
proceeds to step 83; if the first network device has other
uplink path, the method proceeds to step 85.
[0075] Step 83: when the first predetermined period
matures but no broadcast packet is received and the first
broadcast packet response is received within the second
predetermined period, if the first network device does not
have any other uplink path, the bridge of the first Ethernet
port EP1 is set as the main bridge br0, the uplink path
(UPth), and the forwarding state.
[0076] Step 85: when the first predetermined period
matures but the second broadcast packet is not received,
the first broadcast packet response is received within the
second predetermined period, if the first network device
has other uplink path through other Ethernet port, then
a comparison between the slave interface uplink weight
(SIUW), the first slave interface uplink weight SIUW#1
of the first Ethernet port EP1, and the second slave in-
terface uplink weight SIUW#2 of the second Ethernet port
EP2 is made. If the first slave interface uplink weight SI-
UW#1 is larger than the second slave interface uplink
weight SIUW#2, then the method performs step 87. If the

first slave interface uplink weight SIUW#1 is smaller than
the second slave interface uplink weight SIUW#2, then
the method performs step 86. As disclosed above, the
slave interface uplink weight SIUW is calculated accord-
ing to possible relevant parameters including (a) user
setting, (b) speed to master, (c) speed of media, (d) other
collected information of the learning state. Suppose the
slave interface uplink weight SIUW is determined accord-
ing to (d) MAC address of the port only. If the first Ethernet
port EP1 has a higher MAC address, then the method
proceeds to step 87; if the first Ethernet port EP1 has a
lower MAC address, then the method proceeds to step
86.
[0077] Step 86: if the first SIUW is smaller than the
second slave device uplink weight, then the first Ethernet
port EP1 is set as a standby uplink path (Standby UPth)
and the blocking state.
[0078] Step 87: if the first SIUW is larger than the sec-
ond slave device uplink weight, then the uplink path which
originally can be connected to the gateway 104 through
other port is blocked. For example, the second Ethernet
port EP2 is set to the blocking state.
[0079] Step 88: the bridge of the first Ethernet port EP1
is set as the main bridge br0, an uplink path (UPth) and
the forwarding state.
[0080] Step 89: after the first network device and the
master device are connected successfully, a Wi-Fi inter-
face of the downlink wireless network of the first network
device can be selectively (but not necessarily) activated.
[0081] Referring to FIG. 9, a schematic diagram of the
conversion of Ethernet port states in a control method of
a network device according to the present invention is
shown. Relevant conditions for the conversion of states
are disclosed below.
[0082] The condition for the Ethernet port to enter the
disabled state condition from one of three states, includ-
ing the learning - slave downlink state (path 1), the for-
warding state (path 2), the blocking state (path 3), is: the
Ethernet port is linked down.
[0083] The condition for the Ethernet port to enter the
learning state (path 4) from the disabled state is: the Eth-
ernet port is linked up.
[0084] The condition for the Ethernet port to enter the
learning - slave downlink state (path 5) from the learning
state is: the Ethernet port still does not receive any broad-
cast packet response (BPR) after the learning state has
continued for a predetermined detection period (time
out).
[0085] The condition for the Ethernet port to enter the
blocking state (path 6) from the learning - slave downlink
state, to enter the blocking state (path 7) from the learning
state, and to maintain at the blocking state (path 8) is:
the Ethernet port receives a broadcast packet originated
from itself, that is, a self-looping broadcast packet (self
BP) is detected, and the comparison shows that the self-
looping broadcast packet has a lower Ethernet interface
weight (EIW).
[0086] The condition for the Ethernet port to enter the
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forwarding state (path 9) from the learning - slave down-
link state is: the Ethernet port receives a broadcast packet
response (BPR), and the comparison shows that the re-
ceived broadcast packet response carries a larger slave
interface uplink weight (SIUW).
[0087] The condition for the Ethernet port to enter the
learning state (path 10) from the blocking state is: the
Ethernet port does not receive any broadcast packet re-
sponse (BPR) after the blocking state has continued for
a predetermined detection period (time out).
[0088] The condition for the Ethernet port to enter the
forwarding state (path 11) from the learning state is: (1)
for the master device: the Ethernet port does not receive
any broadcast packet response (BPR) after the learning
state has continued for a predetermined detection period
(time out), or the Ethernet port receives other broadcast
packet with lower MW, and maintains as the current mas-
ter device role; (2) for the slave device: the Ethernet port
receives a broadcast packet response (BPR), and the
comparison shows that the Ethernet port carries a larger
Ethernet interface weight (EIW).
[0089] The condition for the Ethernet port to enter the
blocking state (path 12) from the forwarding state is: (1)
for the master device: the Ethernet port receives a broad-
cast packet (BP), and the comparison shows that the
received broadcast packet carries a larger master device
weight (MW); (2) for slave device: the Ethernet port re-
ceives a broadcast packet response (BPR), and the com-
parison shows that the received broadcast packet re-
sponse carries a larger slave interface uplink weight (SI-
UW).
[0090] FIGS. 10 to 15 illustrate how the control method
of the present invention prevents self-looping by setting
particular port to the blocking state.
[0091] FIGS. 10 to 12 illustrate the scenarios of poten-
tial downlink loops. As indicated in FIG. 10A, the first
Ethernet port EP1 and the second Ethernet port EP2 be-
long to the same network device, and after the two ports
are connected to the network link, self-looping occurs.
As indicated in FIGS. 11A to B and FIGS. 12A to B, the
first Ethernet port EP1 and the second Ethernet port EP2
belong the first network device, and the third port EP3
and the fourth port EP4 belong to the second network
device; after the four ports are connected to two network
links, a loop is formed. After performing the steps 53 to
57 of FIG. 5 and comparing the Ethernet interface weight
EIW, at least one port is set to the blocking state to in-
terrupt the loop.
[0092] FIGS. 13A to 13D illustrate the scenarios of a
potential uplink loop. As indicated in FIGS. 13A to 13B,
after the first Ethernet port EP1 and the third port EP3
are firstly connected to the first network link and transmit
a broadcast packet BP to each other, a first uplink path
UPth is formed. However, in FIGS. 13B to 13C, after the
second Ethernet port EP2 and the fourth port EP4 are
connected to the second network link and transmit a
broadcast packet BP and a broadcast packet response
BPR to each other, a potential second uplink path UPth

is formed. Thus, after performing the steps 85 to 88 of
FIG. 8 and comparing the slave interface uplink weight
SIUW of the fourth port EP4 with the slave interface uplink
weight SIUW of the second Ethernet port EP2, if the com-
parison shows that the slave interface uplink weight SI-
UW of the fourth port EP4 is smaller (for example, the
fourth port EP4 has the highest MAC address), the fourth
port EP4 is set to the blocking state to interrupt the loop.
[0093] FIG. 14 illustrate the scenarios of another po-
tential uplink loop. As indicated in FIG. 14A to 14B, after
the first Ethernet port EP1 and the third port EP3 are
connected to the first network link and transmit a broad-
cast packet BP to each other, a first uplink path UPth is
formed. Meanwhile, after the second Ethernet port EP2
and the sixth port EP6 are connected to the second net-
work link and transmit a broadcast packet BP to each
other, a second uplink path UPth is also formed. Howev-
er, in FIG. 14B to 14C, after the fourth port EP4 and the
fifth port EP5 are connected to the third network link and
transmit a broadcast packet BP to each other, the second
network device may be provided with two uplink paths at
the same time. Thus, after performing the steps 85 to 88
of FIG. 8 and comparing the slave interface uplink weight
SIUW of the fourth port EP4 with the slave interface uplink
weight SIUW of the fifth port EP5, if the comparison
shows that the slave interface uplink weight SIUW of the
fifth port EP5 is smaller (for example, the fifth port EP5
has the highest MAC address), the fifth port EP5 is set
to the blocking state to interrupt the loop.
[0094] FIG. 15A to 15C illustrate potential scenarios of
the MW comparison procedure performed in the steps
61, 63, 65, 67 of FIG. 6. As indicated in FIG. 15A, the
first network device and the second network device orig-
inally are the only master device in two different local
networks, respectively. When a network link is added to
connect the Ethernet port EP1 of the first network device
and the Ethernet port EP2 of the second network device,
and step 61 is performed: the Ethernet port EP3 of the
first network device and the Ethernet port EP4 of the sec-
ond network device are in the split bridge mode and the
disabled state; the Ethernet port EP1 of the first network
device is in the split bridge mode, the bridge of the Eth-
ernet port EP1 is the first bridge br1 and is in the learning
state. Similarly, the Ethernet port EP2 of the second net-
work device is in the split bridge mode, the bridge of the
Ethernet port EP2 is the second bridge br2 and is in the
learning state.
[0095] As indicated in FIG. 15C, if the second master
weight MW#2 of the second network device is larger than
the first master weight MW#1 of the first network device,
and the first network device is enforced as a constant
master device Master (that is, the first network device
cannot be set as a slave device) by the user, after the
steps 63 and 65 of FIG. 6 are performed, the state of
each port is disclosed below. The bridges of the Ethernet
port EP1 and the Ethernet port EP2 corresponding to the
first network device and the second network device are
set as the first bridge br1 and the main bridge br0, re-
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spectively; the first network device port EP1 is set to the
blocking state, and the second network device port EP2
is set to the forwarding state. Thus, at the end, the first
network device and the second network device are still
the only master device in two different local networks,
respectively.
[0096] On the other hand, as indicated in FIG. 15B,
when the second master weight MW#2 of the second
network device is larger than the first master weight
MW#1 of the first network device, and the first network
device is not enforced as a constant master device Mas-
ter by the user, after the steps 63 and 67 of FIG. 6 are
performed, the state of each is disclosed below. The first
network device is set as a slave device, the second net-
work device is set as a master device. That is, the second
network device port EP2 is set as the main bridge mode,
and the bridge of the Ethernet port EP2 is the main bridge
br0 of the second network device and is in the forwarding
state; the first network device port EP1 is set to the split
bridge mode, the bridge of the Ethernet port EP1 is the
first bridge br1 and is in the learning state, and transmits
a broadcast packet to the second network device port
EP2.
[0097] While the invention has been described by way
of example and in terms of the preferred embodiment(s),
it is to be understood that the invention is not limited there-
to. On the contrary, it is intended to cover various mod-
ifications and similar arrangements and procedures, and
the scope of the appended claims therefore should be
accorded the broadest interpretation so as to encompass
all such modifications and similar arrangements and pro-
cedures.

Claims

1. A first network device, characterized in that the first
network device comprises:

a main bridge (br0);
a first bridge (br1) different from the main bridge
(br0);
an Ethernet interface (202) provided with a first
Ethernet port (EP1) whose bridge is selectively
set as one of the main bridge (br0) and the first
bridge (br1); and
a processing unit (206) coupled to the Ethernet
interface (202) to perform the following steps in
response to the first Ethernet port (EP1) being
connected to a mesh network (100):

controlling the first Ethernet port (EP1) to
transmit a first broadcast packet (BP#1) car-
rying a first EIW (EIW);
if a second broadcast packet (BP#2) is re-
ceived within a predetermined period, pars-
ing the second broadcast packet (BP#2) to
extract a packet path information to deter-

mine whether a path loop (LP) exists;
if it is determined that the path loop (LP)
exists, determining, according to the first
EIW and a second EIW carried by the sec-
ond broadcast packet (BP#2), whether the
bridge of the first Ethernet port (EP1) is set
as the first bridge (br1) and whether the first
Ethernet port (EP1) needs to be set to a
blocking state.

2. The first network device according to claim 1, where-
in the packet path information contains a source ad-
dress, and if the source address and a first Ethernet
port address both belong to the first network device,
it is determined that the path loop exists.

3. The first network device according to claim 1, where-
in the first EIW is related to at least one of a user
setting, a MAC address of the first Ethernet port, the
MAC address of the first network device, and name
of the first Ethernet port.

4. The first network device according to claim 1, where-
in the first network device is selectively set as one
of a master device role and a slave device role; if the
first network device is set as the master device role,
the first network device responds to a network ad-
dress requesting broadcast packet originated from
another network device; if the first network device is
set as the slave device role, the first network device
transmits the network address requesting broadcast
packet to the other network device.

5. The first network device according to claim 4, where-
in the processing unit further performs the following
steps: if the first Ethernet port transmits the first
broadcast packet, setting the bridge of the first Eth-
ernet port as the first bridge, and setting the first net-
work device as the master device role.

6. The first network device according to claim 4, where-
in the processing unit further performs the following
steps: if no broadcast packet is received within the
predetermined period, setting the first network de-
vice as the master device role, setting the bridge of
the first Ethernet port as the main bridge, and setting
the first Ethernet port to a forwarding state.

7. The first network device according to claim 4, where-
in the processing unit further performs the following
steps: if parsing of the packet path information de-
termines that no path loop exists, detecting whether
a second network device transmitting the second
broadcast packet is set as the master device role.

8. The first network device according to claim 7, where-
in if the second network device is not set as the mas-
ter device role, the bridge of the first Ethernet port is
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set as the main bridge, and the first Ethernet port is
set to a forwarding state to transmit a broadcast
packet response in response to the second broad-
cast packet.

9. The first network device according to claim 7, where-
in the first broadcast packet further carries a first
master weight (MW), and the second broadcast
packet further carries a second MW; if the second
network device is currently set as the master device
role, whether the first network device needs to be
set as the master device role is determined accord-
ing to the first MW and the second MW.
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